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John Doe files this supplemental brief in support of his Notice of Motion and Motion for

Reconsideration or in the Alternative for Stay Pending Appeal, filed January 8, 2007 ("Doe

Br."), seeking clarification of this Court's January 4,2007 Order for Temporary Mandatory

Injunction ("January 4 Order"). If the Court intends to dissolve the January 4 Order and replace

it with permanent injunctive relief, Doe respectfully asks that this brief be construed as a brief in

opposition to such relief, incorporating by reference the arguments made in his January 8, 2007

submission.

The Lilly Documents Remain Available on the Internet.I.
During this Court's January 8,2007 hearing, counsel for Eli Lilly represented that the Eli

Lilly documents allegedly disseminated by Dr. Egilman ("Lilly Documents") were no longer

available anywhere on the Internet. That representation appears to have been incorrect. The Lilly

Documents were available for immediate download from at least two sources as of January 9,

2007, at least one of which appears to be located outside the United States. (Decl. of Laura R



Mason, attached as Exhibit A). Moreover, a law professor at the Western New England School

of Law reported on his weblog on January 8, 2007 that he was able to download the Lilly

Documents within 19 minutes of beginning a search for them online. (William G. Childs,

"Protective Orders and the Internet, " T ortsProf Blog, Jan. 8, 2007, attached as Exhibit B). In

public interest in the controversy surrounding the documents continues, and Eli Lilly has just

itself established a new website devoted to disputing the analysis of Lilly Documents that

recently appeared in The New York Times. See ZyprexaFacts.com, <http://zyprexafacts.com>.

The Relief Sought by Doe is Narrow, Seeking Only to Clarify the Scope of the

Court's Injunction.
II.

The relief sought by John Doe here is narrow and should be uncontroversial. He asks that

the scope of Court's January 4 Order (as well as any subsequent order) be clarified in two ways.

First, he asks that the court's orders be clarified as follows:

"Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Order only binds nonparties who have notice

of this Order and (a) are legally identified with a party or person directly bound
by Case Management Order No.3 ("CMO-3"); or (b) are in active concert with,

participating with, or aiding and abetting a party or person directly bound by
CMO-3. Nothing in this Order restrains independent actions taken by nonparties
on their own behalf."

This clarification simply restates the outer limit of this Court's injunctive authority, whether

under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65 or any other source of equitable power. See Doe Br. at

5-6 (citing cases). The clarification, however, is critical in light of the chilling effect on First

Amendment interests created by ambiguity regarding the scope of the Court's injunction. See

Doe Br. at 6-9. Counsel for Eli Lilly, for example, has already cited this Court's orders in

"takedown" demands issued to independent third parties. See Doe Hr. at 3 & n.4 (describing Dec.
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29,2006 cease-and-desist email sent by Sean Fahey to pbwiki.com).l Moreover, Doe himself

continues to refrain from publishing infonnation on the zyprexa.pbwiki.com website (the

"Wiki") in light of this Court's January 4 Order. The clarification sought by Doe is therefore

necessary to give him (and the public at large) a clear indication of who is and is not within the

prohibitory circle of the Court's orders

Second, Doe requests that reference to the Wiki be deleted from the January 4 Order and

any subsequent orders. As explained in Doe's prior motion, wikis are websites that can be edited

and revised by the public. See Doe Hr. at 2-3. Because the password for the Wiki here has been

publicly disclosed, an unlimited number of individuals are potentially able to post material to the

Wiki. Id Accordingly, by referencing the Wiki in its January 4 Order, rather than referencing

specific parties and those who may have acted in concert with them, this Court effectively issued

an impermissible prior restraint against the world. See A/emite Mfring Corp. v. Staff, 42 F.2d

832, 832 (2d Cir. 1930) (opinion by L. Hand, J.) (a court "cannot lawfully enjoin the world at

large.").

These two clarifications would work no prejudice on Eli Lilly. The company would

remain free to seek contempt sanctions against those acting in concert with a party subject to

CMO- 3. Beyond that first degree of separation, Eli Lilly cannot call on the assistance of this

Court. See Zenith Radio Corp. v. Hazeltine Research, Inc., 395 U.S. 100, 112 (1969) ("[A]

nonparty with notice cannot be held in contempt until shown to be in concert or participation'

with a party); Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Carol Publishing Group, Inc., 25 F .Supp.2d 37~ 374

(S.D.N. Y. 1998) (in order for a nonparty to be bo\nld by an injunction, "that entity must either

aid and abet the defendant or be legally identified with it."). Accordingly, the relief sought by

I Doe also renews his request that the Court to enjoin Eli Lilly from misrepresenting the scope of

the Court's orders to nonparties. See Doe Br. at 11.
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Doe does not deprive Eli Lilly of recourse against anyone that it properly would be able to reach

via an order of this Court. Instead, it simply clarifies where the border lies, thereby preventing

Eli Lilly from using this Court's orders to intimidate nonparties who are not subject to them.

Rather than recognizing the limits on this Court's equitable powers, Eli Lilly appears to

suggest that this Court may reach any individual who contributes to the further dissemination of

the Lilly Documents, no matter how many degrees of separation may lie between the individual

and Dr. Egilman? This view is plainly erroneous, as it would extend the reach of this Court's

equitable powers to the whole world. The Court's equitable powers reach the parties before it

and those who aid and abet them; they do not reach the Lilly Documents wherever they may

roam. See Doe Br. at 5-6. As Judge Learned Hand explained in 1930, "the only occasion when a

person not a party may be punished, is when he has helped to bring about, not merely what the

decree has forbidden, but what it has the power to forbid, the act of a party. " See Alemite

Mfring, 42 F .2d at 833

m.

Doe is Entitled to Proceed Anonymously in Seeking to Protect His First Amendment

Rights.

In light of the arguments made by Eli Lilly dwing the January 8, 2007 hearing, Doe

anticipates that Eli Lilly may challenge Doe's right to appear anonymously in this matter. On the

facts of this dispute, the Court should permit him to do so

The question of whether a nonparty may proceed anonymously in challenging a prior

restraint on speech arising from enforcement of a protective order appears to be a question of

first impression. In light of the fact that the Court has the discretion to pennit plaintiffs to

proceed anonymously, however, it is reasonable to assume that the Court also enjoys the

2 It is uncontested that Dr. Egilman is the only party involved in the present controversy who is
directly bound by CMO-3.
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discretion to permit anonymous appearances by nonparties. See EWv. New York Blood Ctr., 213

F.RD. 108,110-11 (E.D.N. Y. 2003) (canvassing the "assortment of tests involving a variety of

factors" used by courts in exercising discretion to permit anonymous plaintiffs).

In the instant case, the Court should pennit Doe to proceed anonymously for four

reasons. First, Doe is a nonparty who has been drawn into this matter by Eli Lilly's ex parte (as

to Doe) request to expand this Court's December 29,2006, Temporary Mandatory Injunction to

include the Wiki. Accordingly, his position is fundamentally different from that of an

anonymous plaintiff seeking money damages from a private defendant. See id at 110 (noting risk

of unfairness to a defendant having to litigate against an anonymous plaintiff).

Second, Doe seeks to appear anonymously to vindicate his First Amendment right to

speak anonymously. It would be perverse, indeed, if an anonymous speaker were forced to forgo

his anonymity in order to vindicate his First Amendment rights. In fact, courts routinely permit

those with anonymous free speech interests to appear anonymously to contest subpoenas aimed

at revealing their identities. See Sony Music Entertainment Inc. v. Does 1-40, 326 F.Supp.2d 556

(S.D.N. Y. 2004); Doe v. 2TheMart.Com, Inc., 140 F.Supp.2d 1088 (W.D. Wash.2001); cf. City of

San Diego v. Roe, 543 U.S. 77 (2004) (discharged employee entitled to proceed anonymously to

assert First Amendment violation); Doe v. Supreme Ct. ofFla, 734 F. Supp. 981 (S.D. Fla.

1990) (anonymous plaintiff permitted to bring constitutional challenge against prior restraint on

speech).

Thir~ Eli Lilly will suffer no prejudice if Doe proceeds anonymously. Doe here seeks

solely a clarification regarding the scope of this Court's injunctions barring the dissemination of

the Lilly Documents. Doe has not asked this Court to make any factual findings regarding his (or

anyone else's} relationship to any individuals bound by CMO-3. Instead, the issues raised by
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Doe here are chiefly legal in nature, seeking clarification of the scope of this Court's injunctive

powers and challenging the January 4 Order as an unconstitutional prior restraint on pure

speech.3 Accordingly. if the Court grants Doe the relief he requests. it will have no prejudicial

impact on Eli Lilly's ability to develop a factual record with respect to anyone against whom it

may want to bring contempt proceedings

Finally, requiring Doe to identify himself would threaten to reveal infonnation regarding

his personal medical history of psychiatric misdiagnosis. A person's mental health history is a

deeply private matter, especially in light of the unfortunate and widespread social stigma still

associated with mental illness. Accordingly, courts frequently permit litigants to proceed

anonymously in cases involving mental health matters. See Doe v. Harris, 495 F. Supp. 1161

(S.D.N.Y. 1980); Doe v. New York Univ., 442 F.Supp. 522 (S.D.N. Y. 1978). The privacy interest

is even more pronounced where the litigant is a nonparty seeking to vindicate First Amendment

interests jeopardized by a court order, rather than a plaintiff invoking a court's authority to

recover damages from a civil defendant.

IV. The Publication of Primary Source Materials Here is Protected by the First
Amendment.

For the reasons described in Doe's earlier brief, the Court's January 4 Order constitutes a

prior restraint on pure speech as applied to Doe and any other nonparties who are not acting in

concert with a party bound by CM0-3. See Doe Br. at 6-10. Eli Lilly has fallen far short of

demonstrating "an interest more fundamental than the First Amendment itself' sufficient to

3 Only two factual predicates are relevant to Doe's petition here, and neither is contested by Eli

Lilly. In order to establish his standing to challenge the January 4 Order, Doe asserts that he is a
contributor to the Wiki and that he has published, and would like to continue to publish, links to

locations where the Lilly Documents may be found. In addition, in order to eliminate any
question of mootness, Doe asserts that the Lilly Documents remain available on the Internet (See

Exh. A).
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overcome the "heavy presumption" against such a prior restraint. Proctor & Gamble Co. V.

Bankers Trust Co., 78 F.3d 219,224.227 (6th Cir. 1996). Simply put, just as the First

Amendment prohibited a prior restraint on the publication of The Pentagon Papers, see New York

Times v. US, 403 U.S. 713 (1971), so too does it prohibit a prior restraint on the publication of

links to the Lilly Documents here.

As an initial mattert it is clear that the First Amendment protects the publication of

primary source materials, just as it protects discussion about and reporting derived from those

materials. See id (newspapers printing large excerpts from The Pentagon Papers). As described

in detail in Doe's January 8,2007 brief, moreover, this case is properly governed by the Sixth

Circuit's ruling in Proctor & Gamble v. Bankers Trust, 78 F.3d 219 (6th Cir. 1996), wherein the

court found that the importance of enforcing a protective order could not justify a prior restraint

on pure speech. See Doe Br. at 7-8.

Furthennore, contrary to Eli Lilly's arguments, the First Amendment protects the right of

independent third parties to disseminate documents, even where those third parties are aware that

the documents were originally unlawfully obtained or released in breach of a legal obligation.

See Bartnicki v. Vopper, 532 U.S. 514 (2001); New York Times v. Us., 403 U.S. at 750 (Burger,

C.J., dissenting) (referring to The Pentagon Papers as "illegally acquired by someone"); Ford

Motor Co. v. Lane, 67 F .Supp.2d 745 (B.D. Mich. 1999) (prior restraint impennissib1e even

where trade secrets are at risk of misappropriation).

Particularly instructive on this point is the Supreme Court's ruling in Bartnicki v. Vopper,

532 U.S. 514 (2001), where the Court considered whether the state could punish the "repeated

intentional disclosure of an illegally intercepted cellular telephone conversation about a public

issue" by media outlets that had not been involved in the interception, but were aware that the
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recordings were the product of unlawful interception. Id at 517. In that case, the Court answered

the following question in the negative:

"Where the punished publisher of infonnation has obtained the infonnation in
question in a manner lawful in itself but from a source who has obtained it

unlawfully, may the government punish the ensuing publication of that

infonnation based on the defect in a chain?"

Jd. at 528 (quoting Boehner \I. McDermott, 191 F.3d 463, 484-85 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (Sentelle, J.,

dissenting». In reaching this conclusion in Bartnicki, the Court focused on three factual issues:

First, respondents played no part in the illegal interception. Rather, they found out
about the interception only after it occurred, and in fact never learned the identity

of the person or persons who made the interception. Second, their access to the

information on the tapes was obtained lawfully, even though the information itself
was intercepted unlawfully by someone else Third, the subject matter of the

conversation was a matter of public concem

Id at 525

Just as in Bartnicki, nonparties here who did not aid or abet the initial disclosure of the

Lilly Documents by Dr. Egilman (1) played no part in the breach ofCMO-3; (2) obtained the

Lilly Docwnents lawfully; and (3) disseminated information on a matter of obvious public

concern. The clarification proposed by Doe would thus bring the Court's orders into alignment

with the holding of both Proctor & Gamble and Bartnicki by expressly excluding this

constitutionally protected category of individuals from its reach.4

v. CONCLUSION

For the reasons above, Doe respectfully asks that the Court clarify its January 4 Order, as

well as any future orders it may enter relating to the dissemination of the Lilly Documents by

nonparties, in the manner proposed above.

4 If anything, the First Amendment interests Doe seeks to vindicate here are even more weighty

than those at issue in Bartnicki, since the instant case involves a prior restraint, whereas
Bartnicki involved a civil penalty after publication.
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In addition, Doe respectfully requests, in the alternative, a stay of any order that may

apply to his constitutionally protected speech activities pending appellate review.

Date: January 12, 2007

2 _-°' ,~
Respectfully submitted,

C:~~~8DD, FV -3955

Appearing pro hac vice
Electronic Frontier Foundation
454 Shotwell St.

San Francisco, CA 94110

(415) 436-9333 x123
fax (415) 436-9993
fred@eff.org

Attorney for nonparty John Doe
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

Inre No. 04-MDL-O1596

ZYPREXA PRODUCTS LIABILITY
UllGAllON

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:

ALL CASES

DECLARA nON OF LAURA R. MASON IN SUPPORT OF JOHN DOE'S
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF FOR CLARIFICA nON OF INJUNCTION

I, LAURA R MASON, declare as follows:
1 I am a law student at the UC Berkeley School of Law (Boalt Hall). I am also an

intern at the Electronic Frontier Foundation. I make this declaration based upon my

personal knowledge

2. On January 9, 2007, I successfully downloaded the Zyprexa memos from two

separate locations.

3 To detennine whether copies of the Zyprexa memos are available on the internet,

visited Wikipedia, an online encyclopedia located at http://www. wikipedia.org.

Using "Zyprexa" as a search term, found an entry on the site devoted to Olanzapine

and Z yprexa.

4. Entries on Wikipedia are organized by topic. Under the "Legal" topic section I found

two footnotes with links to locations where I was able to download the Zyprexa

memos:
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Footnote 8 provides a link to a site where the Zyprexa memos can bea.

downloaded using a program called Tor

i. Tor is a free software program that enables users to communicate

anonymously through the internet. It also allows users to

anonymously post information for others to download

Using Tor, I was able to download the Zyprexa memos at the above

listed site

b.
Footnote 10 provides a link to a site where the Zyprexa memos can be

downloaded using a program called Bit Torrent

The address of the site ends in a ".cx" top-level domain, suggestingI

that the site is hosted on a server on Christmas Island, a territory of

Australia

Bit Torrent is a free software program that allows users to efficiently11

download and share files on the internet.

was able to download the Zyprexa memos at the

Using Bit Torrent,iii

above listed site.

5. On both sites, the Zyprexa memos were available for download as a single

compressed file with the filename "ZyprexaKills.tar. " File compression is commonly

used to place multiple documents into a single output file. The single output file is

called an "archive." The process of opening an archive is known as "extraction." I

was able to extract the Zyprexa memos using a free software program called

PowerArchiver
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Each archive contains 356 TIFF files and 2 PDF files. The documents in the two6.
archives appear to be identical.

An examination of a random sample of the files suggests that these are the internal Eli7.
Lilly documents referenced in the series of articles regarding Zyprexa recently

published by The New York Times.

a. File ZYI 00008872, from the "Zyprexa Physician Strategy and Consulting

Conference," contains an analysis of the weight gain experienced by patients

taking Zyprexa.

File ZYI 00090009 is entitled "Defending Zyprexa onb.

Hyperglycaemia/Diabetes. '

File ZYI 00649495 is Jason's Streit's "Analysis of U.S. Data (1/1/99-c.
12/31/99) Regarding Olanzapine and Hyperglycemia."

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the

foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration is made and executed by me in San

Francisco, California, on January 11,2007.
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hup://la Wprof essoIs. typq&i. corn/torts prof /2007/0 I/protecti v e - orde. h tin IrortsProf 810g: ~ve Orders and the Internet

« Updated: Zyprexa Documents Update I
Main I Praise Be, Joe Jamail Has
Returnedl .
January 8, 2007

Protective Orders and the Internet
After I posted the earlier Zyprexa update
(and after some grading and lunch, thank
you), I thought I'd see how long it would
take a geeky but uninvolved law professor
to find the documents.

Started looking around at 1 :00. Found
them and started the download at 1: 19.
Got to learn more about Tor, too. 19
minutes. Update: Once I thought of the
better approach (which on better days I
would have tried first), it was less than 30

seconds.

(I canceled the download and do not have
the documents, nor will I direct anyone as
to where the documents might be. I am
reasonably confident that what I found is in
fact what it purports to be, but it might also
be 270 MB of yak herders yodeling.)

As I now observe PoL suggested, that bell
has rung.

January 8, 2007 In experU & Sd8nc8, ~l8 end
CI... Actions, Pnlducta L18bility I Permellnk

TrackBack

Track Back URL for this entry:
http://www.typepad.com/t/trackback/7421382

Listed below are links to weblogs that
reference Protective Orders and the
Internet:

» Zyprexa protective order enforcement II
from PointOflaw Forum

(Earlier: Dec. 20.) Bill Childs has a good
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rortsProf 810g: Praective Orders aOO the Internet http://laWprofessors.typelBi.com/tortsprof/2007/O l/protecti ve _orde.html

update and roundup of links with the latest
developments In the Egilman/Gottstein

document leak scandal. As this anti-Lilly
activist site shows, however, Gottstein may
have disseminated the documents so
widely... [Read Mote]

Tracked on Jan 8, 2007 1 :37:21 PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

In re: Zyprexa Products Liability Litigation
I, Fred von Lohmann, am over the age of eighteen years and am not a party to the within action. I am

employed in the County of San Francisco, CA.

On the date set forth below, following ordinary business practices, the following documents described

as:
Supplemental Brief for Clarification of Injunction

were sent via facimile and email at the offices of my employer, ELECTRONIC FRONnER FOUNDA nON,

located at 454 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA 94110 to:

1. Nina M. Gussak, Pepper Hamilton LLP (215) 981-4307 (gussackn@pepperlaw.com)

2. Sean P. Fahey, Pepper Hamilton LLP (215) 981-4307

(faheys@pepperlaw. com)

2. William M. Audet, Audet & Partners LLP (415) 576-1776 (waudet@audetlaw.com)

3. James M. Shaughnessy, Milberg Weiss & Bershad LLP (212) 868-1229

Gshaughnessy@rnilbergweiss)
4. Samuel J. Abate, Jr., Esq., McCarter and English LLP 212-935-1893

(sabate@mccarter. com)

5. Richard D. Meadows, Esq., The Lanier Firm (212) 421-2878 (no email available)

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California and New York that the

DATE: l!};:o7

1In re: Zyprexa Product Liability Litigation
Case No. 04-MDL-O1596 IBW
Proof of Service.


